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Horses For Sale
We are listing below the horses which are for
sale or in which there are shares available and
the full details can be found on the pages
indicated

Catching Shadows Page 5
Limos Page 6
Lybowler Page 7
Marocchino Page 7
Roc de Prince Page 8
Rocklim Page 8
Xipe Page 11

The Craig Farm Syndicate
The Craig Farm Syndicate was set up by James
Ewart Racing in Autumn 2012, aptly named after
our stable location Craig Farm, the Ewart family
home set in the heart of the Scottish Border
countryside near the town of Langholm.

Racehorse ownership can appear somewhat
daunting in terms of cost, management and in
the past has been associated as a sport for the
elite, this couldn’t be further from the truth.

The idea behind The Craig Farm Syndicate
was to form a group of enthusiastic race goers
to come together and enjoy racing at a
reasonable cost. The syndicate is controlled
and managed by the stable, and any individual
can apply via the stable office to become a part
of this fun group.

Shares in the following horses are available
in the Syndicate:

Civil Unrest Page 6
Sa Suffit Page 9
Sleep in First Page 9
Snuker Page 10

Home Bred Youngstock
James, William and Neil have been building a
foundation of well related mares to breed from
in order to provide some star horses for the
future whose families we know well. There can
be no greater achievement than seeing the
fruition of a carefully selected mating plan
becoming a nice foal that develops through
into breaking, pre-training and finally onto the
racetrack. To control every aspect like this
allows for correct preparation throughout and
is what we aim to achieve here at the Craig.

Some of the homebred youngsters to
parade here today at various stages are:

Marocchino (IRE)
See page 7

Green Tikkana (IRE)
2013, Grey Filly
Tikkanen (USA) – Think Green (GB)

Owners: Robert Boyd and James Ewart

Sharp, correct, light and athletic filly who could
run on the flat. She showed great mentality
when broken in last spring and will work
through this winter to be prepared for a run on
the flat next summer.

Green Tikkana is by Sire Tikkanen who was a
top class 10-12f performer and three parts
brother of Turgeon. His products over fences
are doing well with Cheltenham Festival winner
Golden Chieftain winner of seven races and the
useful Bumper and Hurdle winner Some Tikket.

Dam is Think Green who ran some good
placed races in Bumpers and Hurdles in her
time with us at The Craig. She is the fifth foal
out of Hasty Words and is closely related to the
8.5f winner Ashes Regained, who is half-sister to
6f winner Grigorovitch and half-sister to useful
sprinter Katya. Think Green is by Montjeu, a top
class Sire.

Tosie (GB)
2012, Bay Filly
Tikkanen (USA) – Azturk (FR)

Owner: William Ewart

She has only just joined the string. A strong,
workmanlike and correct filly. We train her full
brother Ueuetotl and we are excited to have her
in the string.

Mon Amie (FR)
2013, Grey Filly
Tikkanen (USA) – Branceilles (FR)

Owners: William Ewart, Richard and 
Lavinia Drew

From another family that we know very well,
having already broken in and trained three of
her brothers – Sa Suffit who is our best ever
performer, Plus Jamais and Ca Le Ferra .They are
all athletic, naturally competitive and with huge
raw talent which Mon Amie has also inherited.
Broken in by Briony during the spring, she
worked very well and impressed everyone so
we look forward to her starting pre-training
work through the winter months.

Xipe (FR)
See page 11
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Ange des Malberaux (FR)
2010, Bay Gelding
Michel Georges (GB) – Petite Baie (FR)

Owner: Ann Fraser
Sponsor: Brown Shipley

An extremely nice five year old who has done
nothing wrong and will improve from his
bumper experience last season. Has schooled
very well and will go novice hurdling directly
and will also improve for this. Better ground
and a possible step up in trip will help.

Ange Des Malberaux is by Michel Georges

who was a tough performer and ran 65 times,
winning 12 races and €263,583 in prize money
and is a winner of a Group 3 and Listed Race.

Michel Georges has a very good record in
France having sired 154 foals who are the
winners of 103 races. He has plenty of black
type performers and multiple winners.

The Dam Petite Baie by Almo Bay has
produced six foals, one runner to date and the
Grand Dam Soicaline had 14 foals, nine winners
including full sister and black type Oh Calin

who ran 50 times winning 15 and €516,560 in
prize money and is a Grade 3 and Listed winner.

Aristo du Plessis (FR)
2010 Bay Gelding
Voix du Nord (FR) – J’Aime (FR)

Owners: John and Jill Dodd
Sponsor: Reid Quantum

Was our yard star performer last season
winning three from eight runs and only once
out of the first four. He is incredibly tough with
his last performance being his best at Ayr
(Scottish National Meeting) with a very fast
time. He is still only a five year old and I hope is
improving both physically and mentally as he
settles better in his races and always travels
well. Looks like 2m on a stiff, flat galloping
track and better ground would suit him best.
His greatest asset is his jumping ability and on
that note we really look forward to seeing him
over a fence in the near future although he will
probably start out in a Handicap Hurdle this
season while we school him up at home over
fences. If he jumps fences as well as hurdles he
will be extremely exciting.

Aristo is by Voix Du Nord a Group 1 winner
and top class Jumping Sire. The highest rated
Bumper horse currently in France is by the
same Sire. Good products include one of
Jonjo’s stand outs of his horses to follow –
Taquin Du Seuil, Caesars’ Palace, Ulysse

Collonges and out of J’Aime from the family of
Lease Back and O’Maley.

Horses in Training 2015–16
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Avidity (IRE)
2009, Bay Gelding
Passing Glance (GB) – Epicurean (IRE)

Owner: Jim Gordon
Sponsor: Leeds Plywood and Doors Ltd

Avidity improved throughout the season with
his jumping and settling better in his races. He
is a big scopey horse and should jump a fence
well. We will start out in a handicap hurdle
before starting Novice Chasing. Better ground
and a flat galloping track will see him in his
element, effective between 2m and 2m 4f and
will probably step up on this during the season
to test his stamina. Avidity should be a very
exciting prospect as a Novice Chaser.

Avidity was bred by Glenda Swinglehurst. He
is by Passing Glance a useful miler and dual
purpose Sire of Group 3 winner on the flat Side

Glance and Cheltenham Festival and Aintree
winner Attaglance over hurdles. Avidity is the
first foal out of Epicurean a winner over 7f and
1m 2f. Second foal Episode has been well
placed in his Bumpers. The Grand Dam
Arminda produced six winners on the flat of 15
races.

Bering Upsun (IRE)
2011, Bay Gelding
And Beyond (IRE) – Bering Up (IRE)

Owners: South Hayrigg Partnership – 
Heather Walker and Iain Todd
Sponsor: Reid Quantum

Late maturing, but physically a very impressive
individual. He is the scopiest product by And

Beyond that we have seen and we are looking
forward to training him this winter. During this
time we will find out more as he was just in pre-
training last time. Hopefully he will be able to
start in a National Hunt Bumper although he is
not a typical bumper horse; he has never
stopped growing and changing
And Beyond was a good stayer on the flat and
from fairly few runners has had some winners
on the flat and over jumps in Castlemorris King,
Sharney Sike and Yonder. And Beyond is a stallion
standing locally, so it will be interesting to see
how his runners continue to progress hurdling
and chasing. The Dam Bering Up is well bred by
Bering and Dam Sire is Darshaan so a good
stout staying pedigree. Bering Upsun was bred
locally by Heather Walker and Iain Todd and
broken in by Diana Carter.

Bill D’ Aron (Fr)
2011, Chesnut, Gelding
Dom Alco (FR) – Nobless D’Aron (FR)

Owner: Ann Fraser
Sponsor: Brown Shipley

Bill D’Aron is half-brother to new recruit Calach

and also Verni who we had in training for his
first three runs in Bumpers and in which he ran
with great promise. Bill D’Aron has already
schooled extremely well.

Bill D’Aron is by Dom Alco star jumping Sire
of Silviniaco Conti and Neptune Collonges and is
one of the outstanding Sires of his generation.
He currently has 13 products rated higher than
150 BHA and of those 13, five are Grade 1
winners and a Grand National winner – with
two products in this country having jumping
earnings of over 1 million pounds. Dom Alco’s

father was Dom Pasquini. Bill D’Aron is one of
the last of Dom Alco’s products as the Sire
recently died.

The Dam Nobless D’Aron never raced with
Grand Dam Nivernaise being the winner of four
races rated 69kg in France – which is very good.
She has produced four winning products
including sister Devise II, who is a Champion
Cross Country horse in France.

Calach (FR)
2011, Grey Gelding
Fragrant Mix (Ire) – Nobless D’ Aron 

Owners: Kirk Wilson, John Harris, 
James Westoll and Lord Daresbury
Sponsor: Custom Teamwear

Calach is a striking Grey 3-y-o; he is a tall
athletic individual at 16.2hh. What makes
Calach special is his physical speed and quality
for an AQPS (non-thoroughbred) horse which
is exceptional.

He is by Fragrant Mix, Sire of Uxizandre, who
won a Grade One in March this year at the
Cheltenham Festival. Other top class horses
from this Sire who currently holds 45% winners
to runners strike rate are Radium, Relax and
Quadrette Collonges.

Calach is also half-brother to Verni who we
had in training for his first three runs in Bumpers
and bearing in mind he is a non-thoroughbred
(AQPS) he ran well finishing third, fourth and
second at Catterick in what was a very decent
Bumper. I believe he will make up into a fine
Steeplechaser.
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Ca Le Ferra (FR)
2010, Bay Gelding
Turgeon (USA) – Branceilles (FR)

Owners: Maurice Friel, Heather Walker, 
Iain Todd, Kirk Wilson and Annie Humbert
Sponsor: Reid Quantum

Impressive big five year old home bred by
Turgeon. He was still a bit physically weak last
season which is no surprise now we’ve see how
much he has grown over the summer. He has
showed a huge amount of quality at home and
in his four bumper starts last season and will
start off hurdling this season to utilise his great
jumping ability.

By one of the best French Jumping sires of
all time Turgeon; 50% winners to runners, Sire
of so many top class jumpers of our
generation; Turgeonev, Exotic Dancer, Shannon

Rock etc. and out of Branceilles who is now a
broodmare here on the farm with my brother
William. Branceilles is dam of winners Saveiro

(five wins), Sa Suffit (prize money of over
£100,000 and eight wins), Plus Jamais (three
wins).

Calix Delafayette (FR)
2012, Bay Gelding
Caballo Raptor (CAN) – Obepinedelafayette
(FR)

Owners: John and Jill Dodd
Sponsor: Reid Quantum

Gorgeous strong dark bay four years old that
we saw at the AQPS Show in France from the
family of Urban Hymn and Yodeli. Looks and
feels exceptional to ride. Has just completed
his year of pre training and will make his
Bumper debut this coming season

The Sire Caballo Raptor is from the third
crop of the Canadian bred son of Quest For

Fame. Caballo Raptor won the Grande Course
De Haies Des 4 Ans (French Champion Hurdle)
at Auteuil, beating Guns n Roses and
subsequent Sandown Gold Cup winner Bounce

Back and was the highest rated Hurdler in
France in his final season in training.

As a sire from a small crop Caballo Raptor

has had a good winning tally in France including
six time Hurdle and Chase winner Badoudal and
the four times winning Punchestown specialist
Raptor, trained by Willie Mullins.

Dam Obepinedelafayette was placed once
over jumps as a 5-y-o before becoming a
broodmare. The Grand Dam Adelinette is
unraced, producing 10 foals with three winners
from seven runners including Yodeli whose
half- sister produced Urban Hymn. Dam Sire
Sleeping Car won three out of five starts on the
flat, including Group 2 Prix Du Conseil De Paris.

Catching Shadows (IRE)
2009, Bay Gelding 
Catcher In The Rye (IRE) – Castletown Girl
(GB)

Owners: Nicholas and Jill Sperling and 
Trevor Reid
Sponsor: Reid Quantum

FOR SALE 50%

Catching Shadows is a strong, compact 16.2h
with good bone and movement and he came
to us in December 2014. He has worked very
well since arriving and went on to win his back
to back Bumper at Musselburgh on 16th
January 2015 under our yard claimer Dale
Irving. He ran a good race and behaved very
professionally while on track. He is progressing
very well with his work at home and looks like
an exciting horse for the future. His high
cruising speed may well make him out to be a
bit special over hurdles next season. Fingers
crossed for our first top class Novice Hurdler
since Aikman (who ran at Cheltenham in a
Grade 1).

Catching Shadows is by high-class Sire
Catcher In the Rye, a dual purpose stallion with
progeny strike rates of 38% on the flat and 24%
over the jumps, runners to winners. He stands
at Coolmore Stud and is the Sire of German
Oaks winner Rosenreihe and also Anaerobio,

Oneeightofamile, Courtncatcher to name but a
few.

Dam Castletown Girl is unraced and is the
half sister to 1m 6f Flat winner and high-class
jumper Bellator, 2m 6f Hurdle winner Lord

Warford, 2m 5f to 3m Chase winner Velator and
Hurdle winner Space Mission.

Handles any ground although better on soft
/ heavy and may have a preference for right
handed tracks as both wins (Cork and
Musselburgh) were going right handed. A stiff
2m track such as Carlisle to start with probably
finishing the season at 3m remaining Novice
Hurdling.
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Civil Unrest (IRE)
2006 Chestnut Gelding
Blueprint (IRE) – Yore (IRE)

Owners: Ancrum Pointer 1 and Craig Farm
Syndicate, James Allen, Robert and 
Paula Galashan, 
Wilson and Margaret Graham, Robert and 
Mona Carruthers and Roy Palmer
Sponsor: Reid Quantum

SHARES FOR SALE TO JOIN CRAIG FARM
SYNDICATE

A stout performer flying the flag for the yard all
season. Won four last term with a comeback
win at Hexham this season, a super horse for
his syndicate bringing everyone a lot of fun.
Prefers better going but is very versatile. BHA
handicap mark of 105 for both hurdles and
chase on a distance of 2m-2m 4f.

Civil Unrest is out of Yore who is unraced,
however she is sister to the useful 2m-2m 4f
Hurdle and Chase winner Sir Storm. The Sire
Blueprint stayed 12-14f and was bred by The
Queen. He is half- brother to smart middle
distance winner Beyond Doubt. Blueprint has
produced a fair amount of winners from his
crop (23% winners to runners) including Hold

On Julio, Red Not Blue and Quaddick Lake.

Heron’s Mill (IRE)
2008, Bay Gelding
Heron Island (IRE) – Princess Vic (IRE)

Owners: Jump Racing Up North Syndicate, 
Ancrum Pointer Syndicate, James Allen, 
Peter Ogilvie and Allan Carter
Sponsor: Reid Quantum

Will start off over hurdles before going chasing,
owners have been very patient so hopefully
they will reap the rewards, with him being
second last time out at Newcastle. He will
make a chaser over 2m 4f up to 3m, as very
much a stayer, who enjoys better ground and a
galloping flat track. BHA hurdles handicap
mark of 99.

Heron’s Mill is out of an Old Vic mare
Princess Vic and is by Sire Heron Island whose
Sire is Shirley Heights and the broodmare Dam
Sire is Top Ville – so a leading National Hunt
line. Heron Island has sired some good jumpers
including Trustan Times, Galaxy Rock and Herons

Well etc. Princess Vic has produced two runners
to date the second Maisy Moo was second in a
Point to Point in Ireland first time out.

Leading Score (IRE)
2010, Bay Gelding
Scorpion (IRE) – Leading Rank (IRE)

Owners: Richard and Lavinia Drew, Robert and 
Mona Carruthers, Wilson and Margaret Graham 
and Roy Palmer
Sponsor: Reid Quantum

Leading Score came from Bryan Murphy and
had four starts in Bumpers last season with two
placings. He is a nice athletic horse who works
well on the gallops, has shown good
progression and schooled well at the end of
last season. He will go directly Novice
Hurdling. Only five years old and open to
improvement, he prefers good ground and a
flat galloping track.

Leading Score is by Scorpion who is the son
of Montjeu who sired good middle-distance
performers. Scorpion himself is a top class
performer and is from the family of Ardross.
Scorpion is a new dual purpose Sire now 33%
winners to runners over the obstacles including
Auteuil winners Blue Fashion and A Pleines

Dents.
Leading Score is out of Leading Rank who is

by Supreme Leader. The Grand Dam Out

Ranking was a tough performer who from 55
starts had 20 wins. The brother of Out Ranking

– Buona Sera was a prolific winner in France –
notching up 14 wins.

Limos (GER)
2010, Dark Bay Gelding
Sholokhov (IRE) – La Prima (GER)

Lease: Lord Daresbury, Rocket and Stan Racing,
Graham Radford, Roy Palmer, Peter Ogilvie
Sponsor: Reid Quantum

FOR SALE

Exceptional German bred by Sholokhov who
won the 1m Gran Criterium; a Sire of top jumps
performers including Don Cossack (12wins –
four Grade 1) and Champion French 3 and 4-y-
o Hurdler Esmondo and Group Flat winner
Night Magic and Listed Flat winner Timos etc.

Second Dam Las Palmas has produced 13
foals, 10 runners and eight winners including Le

Croix who was a high class middle distance
performer, a Group 2 winner and Group 1
placed who now stands in Ireland. Le Croix has
produced some very good flat horses such as
Muskatsturm – he is the half-brother to Le

Conte – seven wins at 3 to 6 and placed over
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jumps in Germany and Le Jardin – Champion 3-
y-o in Germany in 1991.

Limos has already won a four year old Point
to Point in Ireland in an impressive debut.

Aim to start in off a bumper then go directly
Novice Hurdling. Has a high cruising speed and
really travels in his work at home. A 2m flat
track on good ground would be preferred as he
does not like testing ground.

Lord Wishes (IRE)
Milan (GB) – Strong Wishes (IRE)
2007, Bay Gelding

Owner: Jim Gordon
Sponsor: Leeds Plywood and Doors Ltd

Stable stalwart who was back to his best
winning at Kelso and a decent Aintree run
although the distance was a little far; 2m 6f is
probably his maximum distance. We hope and
pray that he will regain his best form again as he
starts his career over fences. Will have his first
run over hurdles to get his eye in and has a BHA
hurdle mark of 124 and chase 114.

Lord Wishes is out of Strong Wishes who had
a credible start to her career, she was placed
four times in National Hunt flat races and twice
over hurdles. Lord Wishes is by the good dual
purpose Sire Milan winner of the St Leger,
whose performers are 30% winners to runners
over the jumps and include Jezki, Raya Star and
Darlan. Lord Wishes came highly regarded by
leading hotelier and bloodstock agent Bryan
Murphy.

Lord Wishes is the half- brother of William’s

Wishes winner of eight races including at Ascot
and Sandown who at his highest was rated 153.

Lybowler (GB)
2010, Bay Gelding
Lyphento (USA) – Bowling On (GB)

Owners: Hugh Whitley, Lord Daresbury and 
Wilson Graham
Sponsor: Reid Quantum

FOR SALE – 25%

Lybowler was bred on Exmoor by Philippa
Netley. He is by Lyphento whose grand sire is
Lyphard’s Wish producing black type progeny
and has a great strike rate with his winners both
flat and jumps – namely Pablo Du Charmil over
fences and Same Old Wish, Fleeting Wish, Lift

And Load on the Flat.
Lybowler’s dam Bowling On was a winner of

a Point to Point and half-brother to useful
chaser Bowl of Oats (won five) and Hurdle
winner Bowl of Gold.

Physically he has improved enormously for
his summer at grass and mentally seems very
forward going. Made his bumper debut at Kelso
last season and ran a very creditable race and
would have finished higher up but was badly
hampered. Has shown quality at home on the
gallops and will start in a National Hunt
Bumper this season before going Novice
Hurdling. Jumps well.

Marocchino (IRE)
2013, Bay Gelding
Tikkanen (USA) –Mocha (FR)

FOR SALE

Top class physical specimen – strong , correct
and athletic. He is tough and worked well last
winter and is a very exciting future prospect
who could run as a three year old and is from a
black type family.
His Dam Mocha was bred here at The Craig, she
had three starts with us. She is the third foal out
of Pocahontas, whose Dam Tamara was one of
the leading broodmares in France of her
generation. Producing Azertyuiop (winner of the
Kingwell Hurdle, Arkle and Queen Mother
Champion Chase) and Bipbap – Champion
four year old Chaser in France. Very closely
related to our Bumper/Hurdle/Chase winner
Ueueteotl, who is also out of daughter
Pocahontas by Tikkanen.
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Premier Grand Cru (FR)
2006, Bay Gelding
Kaldounevees (FR) – Last Harvest (FR)

Owner: Jim Gordon
Sponsor: Leeds Plywood and Doors Ltd

Will probably start off in a Handicap Hurdle
and then will go Handicap Chasing. His size,
physique and pedigree would suggest that he
will be a very interesting staying chaser and is
already an Aintree and Doncaster winner.
Lightly raced, a lovely genuine horse who
prefers better ground and a flat galloping track.
BHA chase handicap mark of 120.
Premier Grand Cru is the first foal out of his
Dam Last Harvest who was unraced and is the
half- sister to smart French/US 1m-1m 2f winner
Strawberry Blonde out of a French 1m to 9f
winner. His Sire Kaldounevees is a high class
miler and the Sire to top class 8f pair Ange

Gabriel and Terre A Terre. Other progeny have
progressed well, with the likes of Sarteano and
Sultan Fontenaille.

Rockawango (FR)
2006, Bay Gelding
Okawango (USA) – Janou La Belle (FR)

Owners: Steve and Jessica Murrills
Sponsor: Reid Quantum

A very versatile horse who is able to run
competitively on the flat as well as over
hurdles and fences. Hopefully there is more
success to come even though he has already
won 11 races. I would like to imagine that this
year he can win over hurdles and fences. BHA
handicap mark of 66 flat, 119 hurdles and 127
chase.

Rockawango was purchased out of France
after winning his debut race over Hurdles, the
Listed Prix Achille Fould at Auteuil, a Hurdle
race for 4-y-o’s plus beating Vitex and Oranis.
Rockawango is by Okawango by Kingmambo

who was an unbeaten 2yo in France winning the
Grand Criterium. Rockawango is half-brother to
Rock of Cashel dual Listed winner on the flat.

Roc de Prince (FR)
2009, Bay Gelding
Shirocco (GER) – Louella (USA)

Owners: Colin and Eileen Kesson, Annie
Humbert, Neil and Sally Ewart, Kirk Wilson
Sponsor: Reid Quantum

SHARE FOR SALE

Roc De Prince is from a good family and by the
exceptional son of Monsun – Shirocco who has
sired Group winners in his first crops. He is also
sire of jumpers including star mare Annie Power.
The dam Louella has produced six winners
including black type Leadership (Italian Group 1)
and Havant (Oh So Sharp Stakes Group 3 fillies).

A very dynamic horse who is capable of
winning under all three codes. A winner at
Aintree over hurdles. Won at Musselburgh on
the flat, jumped well at Hexham in June over
fences and will continue to run on the flat
whilst there is more juice in the ground. We will
continue to mix all three codes as and when
good opportunities present themselves.
Fingers crossed that he is going to be a regular
tough nut that will be out on the course all
year round. BHA handicap mark of 63 flat, 100
hurdles and 98 chase.

Rocklim (FR)
2010, Bay Gelding
Laverock (IRE) – Stille Baroque (Fr)

Owner: David Down
Sponsor: Reid Quantum

FOR SALE 95%

Rocklim is a sharp-looking 5yo with good
attitude. He is a physically and mentally tough
individual, who is athletic and will be a great fun
horse in the North. He started off his career in
bumpers last season improving and progressing
well after each run and he will go directly over
hurdles this season as he schooled very well at
home. Better gound and a flat track will suit
starting at 2m building up to probably 3m plus.

Sire Laverock is by Octagonal – a top class
Group Winner over 1m-12f, whose first yearlings
were produced in 2011 and he is having his first
winners now on the flat.

The second Dam Stille D’Aubry produced
the Listed placed P’Tit Bouchon and four time
winner D’Aubry Faitche – Dam of Group 3
winning Gastibellzza and Listed winner I Have A

Dream. The Grand Dam Hyaline produced the
useful Auteuil winner Bentoto.



Sa Suffit (FR)
2003, Bay Gelding
Dolpour (FR) – Branceilles (FR)

Owners: Maurice Friel, Kirk Wilson, 
Annie Humbert, Colin Kesson and Craig Farm
Syndicate
Sponsor: Custom Teamwear

SHARES AVAILABLE TO JOIN THE CRAIG
FARM SYNDICATE

As ever a star, even as a pensioner, he is still as
good and a lot easier to train! A very exciting
horse to have back in the yard. He will continue
to run in hurdles and chases with the best
engagements that we can find. He prefers
testing ground and has a BHA handicap mark of
140 for both hurdles and chase. Could not
believe he managed to win a 0–140 hurdle and
a 0- 140 chase. Now rising 13 he has won over
£100,000 in prize money.

Sa Suffit is out of the National Hunt Sire
Dolpour, who was bred by H H Aga Khan and
produced the Cheltenham Festival winner
Something Wells, Although not having had
many mares, over obstacles he is 41% winners
to runners. Dolpour is by Sadler’s Wells and was
high-class over 10f and half-brother to Doyoun.
See Ca Le Ferra for Dam information.

Scorpions Sting (IRE)
2009, Bay Gelding
Scorpion (IRE) – Strong Wishes (IRE)

Owners: John and Jill Dodd, Robert and 
Mona Carruthers, Colin Kesson, Roy Palmer,
and Steve Murrills
Sponsor: Reid Quantum

Had a great summer with his owners John and
Jill Dodd and has continued to grow up
mentally and physically. Looks tremendous and
I hope will continue to become more relaxed
and professional with his racing. Jumped well
on his debut run over fences at Kelso and I
hope will build on the run as he will start off
directly over fences in Novice Chases.

Scorpions Sting is the half- brother of Lord

Wishes and William’s Wishes and came to us via
Bryan Murphy.

Scorpions Sting is by Scorpion son of
Montjeu. Scorpion was a top class middle-
distance performer from the family of Ardross

who had his first two year olds as a Sire running
in 2011. His winner’s include Auteuil scorers
Blue Fashion and Scorpio Imperator.

Sleep in First (FR)
2006, Bay Gelding
Sleeping Car (FR) – First Union (FR)

Owners: Robert and Mona Carruthers, 
Panther Racing, Stuart Wood, Ann Graham, 
Roy Palmer, Paula Galashan, Craig Farm
Syndicate.
Sponsor: Reid Quantum

SHARES AVAILABLE AND TO JOIN THE
CRAIG FARM SYNDICATE

Eight wins in his career and still only a nine year
old, second last time out at Aintree in a 110
Chase – a really good run. He will be targeted
at the staying tracks over two miles, mixing
hurdles and fences. He prefers quick ground
and his mark is now competitive again with a
BHA handicap mark of 115 hurdles and 112
chases

Sleep in First is by the French Sire Sleeping

Car who is also sire of Sleeping Night, Officier

De Reserve, Sleeping Jack. The Dam, First Union

also produced Reunion A Brion (AQPS flat
winner) and is sister of the great Djeddah.

Sky Full Of Stars (IRE)
2010, Bay, Gelding 
Mahler (GB) – Gold Flo (IRE)

Owner: Mr Jim Gordon
Sponsor: Leeds Plywood and Doors Ltd

Only a five year old, he ran a really nice race
first time out in a Bumper at The Scottish
National meeting at Ayr. Jumped well on his
hurdling debut at Kelso and will run directly in
Novice Hurdles starting at 2m building up to
3m, he prefers good ground.

Sky Full Of Stars is by Sire Mahler, by Galileo

out of Rainbow Quest. Mahler is a winner of
Ascot’s 2m Queen’s Vase and placed in the
Melbourne Cup as a 3yo. He has runners to
winners strike rate of 33% with his first crop
seen in 2014 over the jumps with the likes of
Ewings, Presenting Mahler and Ma Garrett.
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Snuker (GB)
2007, Bay Gelding
Snurge (GB) – Briar Rose (IRE)

Owners: Julia Percy, David Down, Robert Boyd 
and Craig Farm Syndicate
Sponsor: Reid Quantum

SHARES AVAILABLE TO JOIN THE CRAIG
FARM SYNDICATE

Homebred who will mix hurdles and fences
and we hope he will continue with his
wonderful form of last season. He is very
reliable having won five races – two last season
and three the season before. He will surely give
connections more fun again this season. He is
at his best on heavy/testing ground and at
extreme distances. BHA handicap mark 99 for
chase and 91 hurdle.

Snuker is by top class 12-14f Sire Snurge who
was a tough performer who seems to transmit
this quality to his progeny. Snurge ran 34 times
winning seven Group and Listed races (UK, USA
Italy and France) including the St Leger and
placed 25 times. Snurge has proved to be a dual
purpose Sire with Jumps winners Studmaster,
Samson, Disengager and Perle De Puce and Flat
performers Sphinx (12 wins) Rhodesian Winner

(nine wins) etc. Snurge has produced 53 jumps
winners of 110 races and £712,243 in prize
money won.

Snuker’s Dam Briar Rose was by Roselier and
from the family of Seven Towers. She was a
successful Point to Pointer for Neil Ewart
before racing under rules, in which she proved
to be a decent staying Novice Chaser who won
at Kelso and Newcastle and ran well in the
Eider.

Touch of Steel (IRE)
2009, Bay Gelding
Craigsteel (GB) – Tourmaline Girl (IRE)

Owner: Ann Fraser
Sponsor: Brown Shipley

Hopefully his jumping will stand him in great
stead as he schooled exceptionally well at the
end of last season. A very athletic horse who
we hope he will build on his handicap mark of
just 79. Also a step up in trip and head gear like
blinkers are on the cards soon. We may even
be tempted to put him over fences in a Novice
Chase or he may go down the point to point
route to gain some confidence. 

Touch of Steel is by Group 2 winner and
stayer Craigsteel who from a limited crop has
produced some good winners in Cross Kennon

and Shammick Boy and Hunter Chasing,
Tommysteel. Touch of Steel is out of Tourmaline

Girl who is the Dam of Rebel Rebellion eight
time Bumper, Hurdle and Chase winner rated
155 with Paul Nicholls.

Ueueteotl (FR)
2008, Grey Gelding
Tikkanen (USA) – Azturk (FR)

Owners: Nicholas and Jill Sperling, John and 
Jill Dodd, Wilson and Margaret Graham
Sponsor: Reid Quantum

Homebred who will almost definitely go
directly Novice Chasing although may have a
debut start for the season hurdling if the right
engagement arrived. Performed well when
winning at Hexham on his second start over
fences. He is a horse I am really looking forward
to seeing over further 3m 2f but does appear to
need better ground. BHA handicap mark of 120
for both hurdle and chase.

Ueueteotl was bred by William Ewart, and is
the first foal out of Azturk. The Grand Dam
Pocahontas is the sister of Azertyuiop top class
jumper and the leading four year old French
Chaser Bipbap. The Sire Tikkanen was a top class
10-12f performer and three parts brother of
Turgeon. His products over fences are doing
well with 132 runners and 35 winners including
Cheltenham Festival winner Golden Chieftain

winner of seven races and the useful Bumper
and Hurdle winner Some Tikket.
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Un Guet Apens (FR)
2008, Bay Gelding
Enrique (GB) – Belisama (FR)

Owners: Richard and Lavinia Drew, Nicholas
and 
Jill Sperling, David Graham, Robert and 
Mona Carruthers
Sponsor: Reid Quantum

A winner of three races and exceptionally
unlucky not to win last season at Carlisle,
when he was only beaten a fast diminishing
short head. Will be hoping to campaign again at
Carlisle since the track really does seem to suit
him. We hope mentally he will cope with some
longer trips this season settling better and he
will mix hurdles and chase when the best
engagements arrive. He comes into his own in
really testing ground and has a BHA handicap
mark of 132 chase and 122 hurdles, so is always
mixing it in top company.

Un Guet Apens is by Enrique who is also the
Sire of the Champion Hurdle Winning Binocular

and other top class jumpers like Avenue

Marceau, Slim Pearl, Estoril and Blingless. He is
out of Belisama who is the half- sister of the 11
times winning and Group placed Saccageur.

Zaru (FR)
2006, Bay Gelding
Laveron (GB) – Zianini (FR)

Owners: Annie Humbert and Lavinia and
Richard Drew
Sponsor: Reid Quantum

Homebred who will mix Handicap Hurdles and
fences and has done extremely well at grass
this year. Physically looks improved and dear
Willie Cowe said that he would not be at his
best until eight or nine years old and that may
well prove to be very true. He is a versatile
horse who has won over both hurdles and
fences at a variety of distances and ground. Has
a BHA handicap mark of 122 hurdles and 128
chase. Already a winner of four races three of
which were at Newcastle.

Zaru is out of James’s first winner as a rider
in France Zianini who ran 18 times, winning six
and placed nine times over Hurdles and
Steeplechase, including the Grand Steeplechase

De La Solle at Fontainebleau . Zianini is out of
Lady Zia who produced 15 foals that have won
25 races and over £300,000 in prize money.

Zianni is by Laveron- the full brother to
Lavirco who won the French Champion Hurdle
and who as a Sire is producing good winners
over jumps including Katenko, who has won five
times at Auteuil, running in Group 3 and Listed
races and now a winner over here at
Cheltenham and Sandown.

Xipe (GB)
2011, Bay/Brown Gelding
Great Palm (USA) – Azturk (FR)

FOR SALE

Tall, athletic and strong individual and we train
the first product of the Dam – Ueueteotl – who
won his Bumper first time out and has also won
over hurdles and fences. The second brother
Huehuetoytle won his Bumper second time out.
This is a class family and this lad looks very
exciting and will be ready to run a Bumper this
winter.

Xipe is by Great Palm, a Sire we like having
trained winner Best Lover also by the same Sire.
Great Palm was a multiple winner in Grade 1
company including the Breeders Cup Classic
and the Dam was a six time winner up to 1m 2f.
He has sired successful flat and jumps winners
21% winners to runners (52/252) jumps including
Great Endeavour (Paddy Power Gold Cup),
Donnas Palm, Great Love (Grade 1 winner at
Auteuil), Rock and Palm,( Grade 2 winner at
Auteuil), etc.
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Craig Farm, Westerkirk, Langholm, Dumfriesshire DG13 0NZ
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